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Chairman’s Chat
It’s been a great start to the year; we are averaging over
20 riders to events so far.

New members keep coming to events and everyone
learns even more; learning never stops.

We will begin with the end of last year, the Christmas day
ride and meal, not the best of weather but eventually
arrived for a hearty Christmas lunch, hats and all! Closely
followed by the New Year’s day ride - sometimes 21 bikes
and sometimes not - most getting to Heligan eventually
but not always in the same group or at the same time.
January’s club day saw 34 members fascinated by Chris
Gendall’s talk on Resuscitation gaining a new member on
the way, ‘Resuscitation Annie’!

We have a F1RST this side of Christmas too - well done
Mark. We have a new observer Clive, a new LOA – me!
Clive is now on the website but Martin seems to be still
having his portrait painted. Congratulations to Karen
who passed her NO before Christmas. We now have what
may be a first - a husband and wife observer team Karen and Clive. Clive has a nickname for many club
members so we need one for these two now!

The January Sunday ride was very wild
and lots of muddy lanes - enjoyed by
most of the 17 riders: great destination
of tea rooms at Kit Hill; must go back for
lunch! Alan ‘white socks’ Turner led this his first – he has another 26 lined up. A
learning curve with his brand new and
first ever sat nav and a bit of sharing and
advice from the Chairman.
The annual bowling event was just great fun and we
have a new Bowling Champ, Gary Pike!
First Sunday in February, I’m always early, turned up at
9.40am for the slow speed riding and discovered
Chapters was already full with members, and on a
‘grotty’ day! I was followed in by two policemen, which
seemed to make everyone laugh, only to find even more
policemen inside. Gary, Terry and all did slow speed
riding while Graham led a group east passing snow up to
the Weir café at Bude and beyond.
February’s ride I worried about, weather, route etc .etc.
but it was good, very good. My choice, my ride, empty
quiet roads but fun and enabling good progress too.
Happy riders!
The tap for passes has been turned back on so
congratulations to all those who have passed recently.

It’s good to see technology coming in
with more sharing of gps routes and
training in planning, downloading and
sharing. My experience is it takes either
a few seconds or hours, just remember
to check that the ‘sat nav’ is connected
to the computer! We’ve had Andrew
showing his drone recording of a few of
us up at the Minions (a possible talk
Andrew?) and now Tony sharing his
Sunday ride ‘GoPro’ recording.
We’ve quietly encouraged members to find their own
small groups to ‘tour’ with if they wish - it is easier and
probably safer with 4 or so but we still have group events
too, Chris’s camping trip and the re-run of the Paignton
weekend coming up in May.
The last committee meeting looked at various items
including lapsed membership, planning training and
social events, marketing, data, radios/Bluetooth for
observers and attending events and food at club
Sundays. Gary and Mandy are full on with marketing,
which is something for all of us; tie that into the ongoing
high standard of training and the social events and all is
going splendidly.
All those who contribute to the club are volunteers and
thanks to you all, it is quite amazing how much
volunteers can achieve!

GRAND CHRISTMAS QUIZ RESULTS
Sadly no one sent in any answers to the quiz. Word has it that a few people did
have a crack at it over Christmas but never got round to sending anything in.
Consequently the best (and only) answers were those prepared by the Editor
and so he has been declared the winner! The picture shows him trying out his
new IAM neckscarf - seems to be experiencing some technical difficulties.
In the interests of fairness and transparency the questions and ‘best’ answers are given below:
1 - Santa in his sleigh and a rider and motorcycle are 60 miles apart and they set off towards each other at
20mph, simultaneously a fly flew off the front of Santa’s sleigh and set off towards the bike at 40mph. How far
had the fly flown when the bike and Santa met?
40 miles. The fly met the bike at a combined closing speed of 60mph (thus travelled for one hour at 40mph)
and got splattered on the front of the bike and flew no further.
1a - Supplementary question - What was the last thing that went through the fly’s brain when it died?
Its bottom. It might have done better if it had been maintaining forward observation and scanning back to
give itself more time to respond and position itself for the situation ahead.
2 - The IMI database is called DTE, what does DTE stand for?
a)
Data Transfer Exchange
b)
Nobody knows - Hardly anybody knows although it is clearly defined on the IAM website so second best
answer
c)
Driver Trainer Examiner - CORRECT ANSWER
d)
You know but you’re not saying
e)
Something else (please specify)
3 – What I like and don’t like
o I like scanning but not observing
I like words with
o I don’t like snow but I do like sleet
I don’t like sliding but I do like skidding.
double letters in
o I like carolling but don’t like singing
I like skipping but I don’t like jumping.
them
o I don’t like riding but I do like skiing
I like freezing but don’t like sweating
Can you think of four more pairs of things I like and dislike and why? I like holly I don’t like ivy
Extra points if you can pair motorcycling and Christmas/winter.
4 - When negotiating roundabouts with no other traffic about what does straight-lining involve?
f)
Keeping as straight a course as possible within your lane.
g)
After appropriate safety checks using all the lanes to drive in a straight-line through the roundabout. CORRECT ANSWER
h)
Staring intently up the road straight through the roundabout focussing on the next potential hazard.
i)
Changing down a gear and nailing it!
j)
Something else (please specify).
5 - What is the Limit Point
k)
The furthest point to which the bike can be leant over before it slides out from under the rider. Second favourite answer
l)
The maximum distance travelled in one day.
m)
The furthest point to which a rider has an uninterrupted view of the road. - CORRECT ANSWER
n)
The point at which the speed limit changes.
o)
Some other point (please specify). The Lizard, its as far south as you can go in the UK
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‘A BIT ABOUT HEALTH’
At the January club day Chris Gendall volunteered to give a presentation about health, the NHS and some simple emergency procedures,
it was described later as surprisingly informative and interesting, so worth sharing here!

Chris began with a bit of background on the NHS, explaining the
structure which delivers the NHS on a day to day basis in
England. Chris then covered how the Patients Charter governs
the rights and responsibilities of Patients in the NHS and then
having dealt with the NHS in general he moved on to what
ordinary folk can do to access NHS services and when people are
in need of medical assistance.

be exerted on the chest to keep the heart going. A couple of
members of the audience volunteered to assist as ‘patient’ and
‘bystander’ for Chris to show the techniques for keeping the
heart pumping and getting oxygen into the patient, everyone
was encouraged to undergo appropriate CPR training if they
don’t know how to deliver it.

Early defibrillation
If the heart has stopped, use of a
Providers and getting the best out of the NHS
defibrillator can help considerably in the
Chris went on to explain about how different providers of the
resuscitation of a
NHS are accessed differently and by using
Don’t
be
afraid
to
help
‘if
someone
patient. Early
the appropriate resource users will get a
is unconscious, no heart beat and
defibrillation within 3–5
better service and NHS staff will be able to
Typical 'PAD’
focus on their areas of responsibility and not not breathing they are virtually dead minutes of collapse can
anyway, you can’t make things
produce survival rates as
be distracted coping with queries they are
worse, any help is better than none!’
high as 50–70%.This can be achieved through
not equipped to deal with.
public access defibrillation, when a bystander
NHS 111
uses a nearby Automatic External Defibrillator (AED) to deliver
Call 111 if you:
the first shock. Each minute of delay to defibrillation reduces the
Need medical help fast but it’s not a 999 emergency
probability of survival by 10%. In the UK, fewer than 2% of
Need to speak to a GP out of normal hours
victims have an AED deployed before the ambulance arrives.
Don’t have a GP to call or,
There are defibrillators distributed across Cornwall in public
Don’t know who to call and you need health information or
areas (Public Access Defibrillators – PAD’s) and in the event of
reassurance about what to do next.
someone being unconscious and no heart beat, members of the
However, don’t call 111:
To book an appointment with your GP – call your surgery direct public are encouraged to make use of them before the
For a repeat prescription – contact your GP or a pharmacist
professional medical help arrives.
For test results – call your GP or the relevant hospital
Cardiac arrests can happen to anyone, at any time.
department
The defibrillators are easy to use and give audio step by step
If a health professional has given you a number to call for a
instructions as the user moves from one step to the next. No
particular condition – just use that number

Emergency situations
Obviously if people are in need of immediate assistance due to
accident or injury, then 999 is the one and the Cornwall
Emergency Department is open 24 hours a day for the treatment
of serious or potentially life threatening conditions.
Early recognition and call for help
Once cardiac arrest has occurred, early recognition is critical to
enable rapid activation of the ambulance service and prompt
initiation of bystander CPR. Which is where ordinary people can
help.
Early bystander CPR
The immediate initiation of bystander
CPR can double or quadruple survival
from out-of-hospital cardiac arrest.
Despite this compelling evidence,
only 40% of victims receive bystander
CPR in the UK. At this point Chris
introduced ‘Resus Annie’ to the
meeting and invited Members to
practice the techniques for CPR, which was an eye-opener for
some in the audience, at the amount of pressure that needs to

The following steps give someone the best chance of survival. If you
come across someone in cardiac arrest:
Call 999
Start CPR
Ask someone to bring a defibrillator if there’s one nearby
Turn on the defibrillator and follow its instructions.

expertise required. The machine tells you what to do!
Some members expressed their reluctance to attempt the

techniques above for fear that they might make things worse.
Chris pointed out if someone is unconscious, no heart beat and
not breathing they are virtually dead anyway, you can’t make
things worse, any help is better than none!
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CRASH HELMETS - A PROPER FIT?
TRL working to improve helmet fitment standards
The Transport Research Laboratory are conducting extensive research into helmet fitment to help increase safety in
the event of an accident. The TRL have been using advances in 3D scanning and printing to assess whether
improvements can be made to helmet fitment. The research is a follow up to a 2014 study, which delivered some
surprising results.
From their research, the TRL discovered that approximately 25% of
motorcyclists are wearing the wrong
sized helmet and roughly half of those
are wearing a helmet one size too
large, which may explain why a
shocking 20% of respondents said their
helmet had almost come off in a crash.
This is compounded by many
motorcyclists wearing helmets that are
a poor fit for their head shape being
masked by the amount of soft internal
padding.
TRL research has also shown that wearing an incorrectly sized or poorly
fitting helmet increases the likelihood of the helmet coming off in the
event of an accident. It has also shown that even if the helmet remains
attached, a bad fit can significantly increase the chance of a head injury.
This report showed that helmet size and internal shape were important
factors in helmet ejection.
Helmet test rig

The tightness of the chin strap was critical to the force required for loss through roll-off. The TRL carried out a
remote survey of about 600 motorcycle helmet users to see what factors influenced their helmet choice. This data
showed that a large number of helmet users were purchasing helmets through the Internet without first
determining that they were of the correct size or internal shape, with the
potential for increased helmet loss.
Much of this comes from motorcyclists not trying on helmets properly in the
first place. TRL research suggests approximately 25% of bikers buy helmets
online, but only 3% of those try before buying. To help improve the quality of
helmet fitment, the TRL have been scanning bikers‘ heads and comparing them
to the generic head form used to test helmets. The TRL's intention is to create a
more representative head form that will be provided to the industry for use in
testing, which should help to create better fitting crash helmets.

Helmet head form

The TRL are also asking that more bikers fill out their survey to help them learn about buying and usage habits
so they can suggest what else can be done to improve choice at the time of purchase. The survey takes just 10
minutes and could help save lives in the future. Do your bit for road safety and head to
www.smartsurvey.co.uk/s/GIAJ2/ to fill it in!
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PICKING THE RIGHT HELMET FOR YOU
In response to the TRL report above we have put together a brief guide
to the sort of factors you should consider when buying a new helmet

Ÿ Keep a clear view - Having a Pinlock lens or a similar antiŸ Keep it clean - Most helmets have a removable and
fogging system on your visor makes a huge difference.
washable lining, but it's best to check before buying.
Keeping the visor mist-free will make riding easier, safer and
Keeping the lining clean will not only make the helmet less
more fun.
smelly, but also extend its life span.
Ÿ The ins and outs of visors - Some helmets have internal sun
visors that can be used whether the main visor is in the up
or down position, while others feature an
external sun visor or a tinted lens that can be
attached to the visor. As a cheaper alternative,
grab a pair of shades before you hit the road,
UV resistant and easily removed if the sun
goes in.
Ÿ What’s in a helmet? - Helmets are pretty
simple pieces of kit, but the devil is in the
detail. Do you want yours to have an internal
sun visor or removable liner? Or would you like it to be as
light as possible? All of these are possible, but to have
everything in one helmet might push the price up a bit.

Ÿ Be ‘Sharp’ - The main purpose of the helmet is to protect
your head in an accident. To get a good idea of how safe any
helmet is, have a look at the government-run
SHARP website (www.sharp.direct.gov.uk) which
publishes independent crash test results of
helmets sold in the UK.
ŸFeeling strong? - Weight matters. When you’re
trying a helmet on, move your head around to see
if it feels heavy and if there’s more stress on your
neck muscles that you’re happy with.
Ÿ Fresh air - Good ventilation is essential to keep your head
cool in the summer and the visor mist-free in the winter.
Vents are usually located in the chin, top of the helmet and
at the back.

Ÿ Specs’ and shades - lf you wear glasses when you ride, make
Ÿ What’s it made of? - The outer shell of the helmet can be
sure that they fit properly under the helmet. You'll soon
made from various materials, the main difference being
regret buying a helmet that constantly pushes your glasses
weight and strength. Polycarbonate, fibreglass and carbon
up or down as you’re riding along. It’s also worth checking
fibre are all popular options, with the latter being the
that the internal sun visor (if the helmet has one) doesn’t
lightest, strongest and therefore the most expensive.
catch your spectacles.

DOES IT FIT?
Keeping mind what the TRL research shows about ill fitting helmets you should invest time trying on as many helmets as possible. Once
you’ve found those that fit you best, you can then choose the helmet with the highest SHARP rating for the best possible protection.
Every head shape is different, so we’ve pulled together some tips to help you choose the right fit.

Get measured – Your safety is too important to simply guess your size. Before trying on any helmets you need to make sure you
know your exact head size. Measure around your head just above the ears and take a measurement at the forehead. This
measurement is a good starting point and will correspond with a particular brand’s size (always bear in mind a medium in one brand
may be different to medium in another). Getting the right fit is paramount, so don’t be tempted to go for another size if your dream
helmet is out of stock.
Try it on – Ok, so you’ve chosen a helmet to try. Now place it firmly on your head, securing the chin strap so you can fit two fingers
between the helmet and your jaw. If the helmet has a quick release buckle then take your time adjusting the strap.
Once on, you should be able to feel the helmet against the whole of your head – without feeling ‘pressure points’
or the helmet leaving red marks. Once you’re happy, keep it on for a few minutes to make sure it’s comfortable.
Check the fit – Secure the strap and try rotating the helmet from side-to-side. If you’re wearing a full face helmet
your cheeks should follow the helmet’s movement, while remaining in contact with the cheek pads firmly and
comfortably. If the helmet moves or slips on your head it’s probably the wrong size. Next, try tilting the helmet
forwards and backwards. Again, if it moves or slips it’s probably the wrong size.
Will it stay on? – You want to know the helmet you buy will stay firmly on your head in a crash. Make sure the
chinstrap is done up and tilt your head forward. Ask someone to try and roll the helmet off your head by carefully
pushing up from the rear of the helmet at its base. If you can roll it off in the showroom, then it’s sure to come off
in a crash.
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WHAT TO DO NEXT?
Terry Tomlin. Chairman of the Training Support Group considers how the training and development
opportunities with the IAM have expanded and developed in recent years, together with the opportunities
now available to motorcyclists at all levels
Advanced Rider Course - If you think back four/five
years or so we had a more narrow structure within CAM
for training. ‘Skills for Life’ and that was about it. We
now offer the Advanced Riding Course (ARC) through
IAM RoadSmart which is DVSA Quality Assured making it
the only riding course that has the QA endorsement but
also skill levels above that which riders can aspire to
and work towards in a structured way.
F1RST - The F1RST graduation is step one, when taking
the ARC test, assessed by our external Examiners, who
mark your ride allowing only three 2’s which can be
machine sympathy and eco-riding and any other two
other categories except safety & legality and slow
manoeuvring all the other grades need to be ‘1’.
Fellows - Then there are the Fellows, this is open to all
current full IAM members, it provides you with enhanced recognition and insurance benefits (with IAM
Surety) in return for your commitment to keep your advanced skills up to date by retesting every three years.
Research clearly shows that advanced riding
skills deteriorate over time, and that three years is a
pivotal timeframe in which to refresh and renew those
skills. IAM RoadSmart together with insurance partners,
IAM Surety, are keen to recognise and reward those
members who choose to keep their advanced riding
skills current.
Fellow membership costs £49 per year as the
membership fee which includes the cost of your retest.
Those members who need to take the entry test will pay
£39 when booking it.
Masters - At the top is the Masters, open to all current
IAM members, the IAM RoadSmart Masters Programme
provides one-to-one mentoring, support and guidance
that will help you to attain the highest standard of civilian riding ability in the country.
It builds on your skills as an existing advanced
rider, the Masters Programme will help to enhance and
develop your ability even further in the following areas:
applying cornering principles, assessing, planning and
executing safe overtaking manoeuvres, recognising op-

portunities to make safe progress (within the speed limits), improving observation, anticipation and awareness
along with applying sound judgement of speed and distance.
Any potential motorcycle Masters candidates
must first read the Full Control document. Recommended extra reading of Highway Code and Road Craft.
Once you and your mentor feel that you are
ready, you will be offered a ninety minute test that includes both a theory session and an extended ride. To
challenge you the Masters coaching and test will be
conducted on roads unfamiliar to you and therefore
may involve travelling out of County. You will be scored
on a series of criteria and able to achieve either a Pass
or a Distinction award.
Observing - Alternatively and additionally you apply to
coach others that do not have your advanced riding
skills become an Observer.
Currently we have two types of Observer, Local
and National. But this is very soon to change to just one
level of Observer - National Observers. My plan is to
commence the transition this year. So I will be inviting
all Local Observers to start training as soon as is practical. The TSG will discuss this at our next meeting on the
8th April following which I will circulate our conclusions
and plans.
All CAM IAM RoadSmart courses can be found on our
web site www.cornwalladvanced.co.uk and the IAM
RoadSmart web site. We are here to listen to your
thoughts, needs and desires.
See you soon, make your
riding the example others
should follow.
Terry Tomlin
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GROUP NEWS
Events, Outings, Jaunts and other ‘stuff’

Christmas Ride and Lunch

February Club Day

With over 20 riders turning up at
Macdonalds Overflow Carpark, Kingsley
Village, the annual Christmas ride was a
great success, the weather stayed
relatively kind, it was wet but no snow
as we were led by our very own
A couple of Santa’s helpers along SantaRob on his sleighbike, Jinglebells,
for the ride.
followed by his team of reindeer bikers
dancing and prancing through
the country lanes past Bodmin
and stopping for coffee at
Strong Adolfos, and then
onwards up the Atlantic
Highway to the Bay Tree
Goonhavern for some Reindeer
Dust at 1pm (just quoting the
event announcement - Ed).
Here we met our family and friends for what was a superb
festive spread sprinkled with much fun,
laughter and compulsory Christmas jumpers.
It turned out that apart from the birth of
Christ to celebrate it was also Gary P’s
birthday on the day, for which a rousing
rendition of ‘Happy Birthday’ made sure the
rest of the restaurant knew it
as well. Nice one Gary!

Yet another great club day - slow
speed riding and or a ride out led
by Graham ‘Ride for Fun Be Back
By One’. 23 bikes plus another late
5, after a few days of awful
weather- what were you all doing
there? There did seem to be an
initial reluctance to leave the
warmth, camaraderie, food and
drinks of Chapters.
Damerells kindly let the club
have access to their training
ground which provided a safe and
roomy expanse in which to extend
our slow riding skills. A really
useful opportunity.
Thanks to all who turned up
and helped make it a rewarding
day’s exercise. Thanks also to
Damerells, Terry and Gary M for
the slow speed riding and Gary P
for the photos.

A big thank you is due to Julie who
organised the whole event.

Thank you
Julie !

Note excellent Christmas jumper - leading by example !

New Year’s Day
The New Year’s days ride was to say the least, interesting.
The numbers on the ride varied depending on which part of
the ride you were on. But in total over 20 riders started out
and all made it to Heligan. Bob (he of Santa Fame) who led
the ride said there were more events in a single ride than he
had had in a total over 12 years of leading them. The last 12
miles were the most challenging and it is only a rumour that
we were riding the coastal path . At Heligan we all enjoyed
hot food, coffee and some great cakes. Here's looking
forward to next years New Year’s Day adventure.

Above and below - riders thread their
way through the cones. A bit tense at
times but no one fell over or hit a cone!

Right - To round off the day Gary M awaits
the successful outcome of the emergency
stop exercise well out of the line of fire!

2019 Ten Pin Bowling Championship
The 2019 CAM annual Ten Pin Bowling championship go off to a
lively start with all sorts of dark horses emerging from the
shadows to take an early lead.
However skill and expertise and the
long game eventually took its toll
with Dave Irwin (existing
Champion) and Gary Pike (young
upstart) battling it out for the lead,
with Gary taking the win by a small
margin and Bob Griffith coming
through into third place. The
wooden spoon (actually rather a
nice mug) going to Sandra Crees.
‘Something’ and chips for an after
match meal rounded off a great
evening’s entertainment.

The Golden Ball - Dave can’t
quite bring himself to let go but
Gary has a firm grip!
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GROUP NEWS - cont’d
Events, Outings, Jaunts and other ‘stuff’

CULTURE

CORNER
David Crees our Poet in Residence has
again been moved to verse following a club
event. This time the bowling.
Thank you and well said David

Bowling us over
A familiar route in the warm summer bright
The north coast run to Padstow is fine
Dark winters night in a car not a bike
To Atlantic lanes for a CAM bowling night
The buzz as we all changed our shoes
All red and white, Velcro or laces bows
Stick in three holes with your digits
Will I ever find a ball that will fit?
The games they were on the noise and the
shouts
I`m sure they heard us in Morgan Porth
Louder than a Ducati without an exhaust
At Atlantic lanes on the north coast
It was nip and tuck between the men
And the ladies played mean ones now and again

Bye Bye Colin - Hello Adrian
Meanwhile over on the darkside Devon Advanced
Motorcyclists is saying goodbye to Colin Opie as its Chief
Observer. Colin is known to many of us in
Cornwall as the mastermind of the Regional
Training weekends held every Autumn in
Okehampton.
Colin has taken up the role of an IAM
RoadSmart National Observer Assessor for
both cars and motorbikes, and has also
become a trainer for the IAM RoadSmart DRA.
We all thank Colin for his dedication and expertise over the
years and and wish Colin all the best in his new role.
We now welcome Adrian Veale as DAM’s new Chief
Observer. Adrian has been with
DAM for 14 years and previously
held Vice-Chair and Publicity
Officer posts. He is a National
Observer with 11 years of
experience, a Local Observer
Assessor and Masters Mentor.
Under Adrian’s guidance the
observer team is looking forward
to building on past achievements.
Everyone at Cornwall Advanced Motorcyclists wish
them both well with their new roles.

But Gary came out on top in the end
Was it all skill or just down to luck
Did the Minions preside and the rest of us suck
The balls guided by despicable might
For every spare for every strike
Better than Netflicks and TV repeats
Thank to Julie and Dave for arranging this treat
For we are all winners and this my bouquet
So much praise for all the trouble they took
David Crees

A New Logo!
Following the rebranding of the
IAM to IAM RoadSmart CAM has
formally adopted a revised logo
for national branding and
marketing purposes which
incorporates the IAM RoadSmart
logo. This logo will be used when
promoting and marketing CAM
delivery of the IAM RoadSmart
Advanced Rider Course and other IAM RoadSmart services.
However CAM will be retaining the CAM club logo which
relates to club identifiable activities and members.
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IAM UPDATE
News, Reminders and Savings

Savings on ear protection products

Get discounts off Gerbing heated clothing

IAM RoadSmart has a
special offer open
exclusively to our groups.
We have 15% off the entire
range of ear protection
products. Ultimate Hearing
Protection Systems has
established relationships with a number of local IAMRS groups
and would now like to extend their offer savings on the entire
range of hearing protection to all local groups.
Its range covers not only motorcycling but also emergency
services kit, motorsport, shooting, musical and industrial
protection. It has a nationwide network of agents and can visit
groups for fittings and presentations.
For more information please contact Dave Marshall on 01689876885, davemarshall@ultimateear.com or on the website
www.ultimateear.com.

Gerbing, a leading supplier of heated motorcycle clothing, is
providing IAM RoadSmart members with a 15% discount on all
orders totalling £50 or more placed throughout 2019.

IAM Roadsmart Skills Days
A quick check of the IAM Roadsmart website shows there
are still places left on the IAM Roadsmart skillsdays for
August and September at Thruxton Race circuit. There are
others but further afield at Mallory Park and Croft Circuits.
A Good Thing - This is a highly recommended thing to
do. The cost for a day is £149 but you can gain so much in
riding your bike in an environment where you can safely
experience riding at the maximum that it benefits your
everyday riding and confidence knowing how you can cope
with your bike in more extreme circumstances.
Well Organised - The days are well managed with no
racing allowed (nominal speed limit of 90mph), you can
proceed at your own pace in small similarly experienced
groups with a dedicated instructor for each group to
provide advice and answer any questions. Each session lasts
about 20 minutes (and that is plenty of time when you are
fully concentrating) with three sessions in the morning and
three in the afternoon.
There are regular briefings
and debriefings throughout
the day to help assimilate
the experience of the last
session and prepare for
the next. There is no
pressure to go faster than
you feel comfortable with
but provision is made for
high speed riding if that’s
what you want. The groups are usually 10 people or less and
you can choose which type of group you join (novice,
confident, experienced), if you pick the wrong one you can
move between groups more commensurate with your
abilities as the day progresses.

The code to use is IAM15 and the full range can be seen at:
https://gerbing.co.uk/

Expand your skills -The emphasis is on using the system
of motorcycle control to maximum effect unimpeded by
other road users. All race tracks are wide and spacious
compared with roads so there is plenty of room to recover if
you get things wrong. Thruxton in particular (the fastest Race
track in the UK) is very wide and you can feel a bit lost as to
where you should be on the track to prepare for the next
bend (there are few visual clues like kerbs, lampposts, road
markings, hedges etc) but sections of the track are coned to
provide riders with visual clues as to where they are on the
track and where they should be heading until they get used
to the space.
Try new things - It’s a great opportunity to indulge in
progressively harder acceleration, faster cornering and
heavier braking as result of better scanning, positioning and
gear selection and learn how your bike feels and responds to
more intense inputs. Over the day after a careful start you
can learn how to make better use of your bike’s performance
to maximum effect without fear of running into other road
users or street furniture and if you do get it wrong there is
plenty of space to recover your composure. The skills
acquired will give you more confidence in your ability to cope
with everyday road situations and where through no fault of
your own you find yourself in a hazardous situation you will
have a better
understanding of how
your bike will respond in
extremis.
If you haven’t tried
one yet give it a go. You
won’t be disappointed
and may learn something
of benefit for the rest of
your riding life!
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS
It's Spring time at last
- time to polish up the bike and get out there with the daffodils, warmer days and lighter evenings.
March
Sunday 17th

Monthly Sunday ride with Mark Tucker: meet Old Victoria Services, full tank of fuel, stands up 10.00 am prompt.
Coffee Okehampton Station, lunch Instow, return via A39 and scatter at your leisure. All in all, 150 miles and 3.5 hours
riding so will require focus. Tyre GPX route available (for Garmin and Tom Tom), contact Julie if you'd like the link.

Saturday 30th

Get Stogging! - Skinners She's Back! Betty Stogs invites you once again into her lock-in lair for a tour at Skinners
Brewery 7.30pm - remember, don't be late or you'll be locked out! Feeling peckish with all this beer swilling nonsense,
tuck into a Cornish pasty - Proper Cornish, Chicken or Cheese and Onion. So, what's not to do with a Kickov of an
evening out? Email Julie right now if you're game for a proper Cornish lock-in with Betty, only £18.50 pay on the night.

April
Weds 3rd

The first Evening ride of the year and led by our very own Mr Gary Metters! Meet Starbucks Chiverton at 6.00 pm,
Gary, like a true Suzuki rodeo will no doubt be heading down West…..

Sunday 7th

Social Club Sunday – Meet The Examiners! Our very own Pete O'Connell and Simon Lord. Any questions? Just ask....
10.00am start.

Thurs 11th

CAMmer Annual Quiz Night! Get quizzing for our very first quiz night being held at the Chiverton Arms Thursday 11
April - thinking caps on for 7.30 pm. Open to everyone, family, friends, mates and all CAMmers, teams of 4 or more or
less, absolutely no problem, only £2! And, even more fun with an intermission quick round of bingo, yay! so don't be a
droopy drawers, get lucky, pick a mate, anyway up, duck and dive the man at the door, hit the floor to Dancing Queen
with the two fat ladies all Legs 11, maybe unlucky for some but definitely doctors orders, you could be the Queen Bee
or even top of the shop! Bingo! Contact Julie if you are going to be there.

Sat - Sun 13th - 14th

CAM Training weekend, ride up to Barnstable stay the night have a bit of social ride back, training all the way! All
places fully booked

Sunday 21st

Easter Day Monthly Sunday ride out, Easter Eggs optional: LEAD RIDE REQUIRED. Contact Julie to volunteer, we'll
provide the Easter Eggs, you provide the Easter ride!

May
Wednesday 1st

Evening ride led by Gary Pike. Check Website for where and when.

Sunday 5th

Social Club Sunday – Gary Metters, Clive & Karen Richards will fill the day with fun. 10.00am Ladock.

Fri-Sun 3rd-5th

BMAD festival, Paignton. Gary and Linda Pike are there all weekend so, if you decide to take a bike ride up to the
festival and would like to talk bikes and someone to share the atmosphere with, just get in touch with Gary and Linda.

Fri-Sun 3rd-5th

Camper Chris Polawski is pitching up again this Spring, North Devon, two nights only 3-5 May. Simple plan, lots of fun,
ride up the Atlantic Highway on Friday, set up camp, etc. Saturday ride out around North Devon then pack up Sunday
and ride home together after breakfast. Interested? let Chris know to reserve a pitch in good time as its a Bank Holiday
weekend! chrispolawski@gmail.com

Sat-Sun 18th & 19th

Monthly Sunday ride will be a Weekend trip to Paignton; travel up Saturday, stay overnight at Goodrington Sands click link Goodrington Sands Premier Inn - and travel back Sunday via the three ferries. David H to lead ride. If
interested in joining us, contact Julie juliecalow@btinternet.com / 07818 431156 for details or check CAM website.
Plenty of rooms to fill at Goodrington Sands, what's stopping you?

Saturday 25th

Bideford Bike Show: optional extra ride for those that fancy a trip up and back, depart McDonald's overflow car park,
Fraddon, 10.00 am. George Stagg taking lead.

June
Sunday 2nd

Social Club Sunday – Check CAM website for talk/speaker details.

Wednesday 5th

Evening ride LEAD RIDE REQUIRED. Contact Julie Calow if interested in taking this on juliecalow@btinternet.com /
07818 431156

Sunday 23rd

CAM BBQ - Bob taking the lead ending up at his place for BBQ with Gary Pike in BBQ training. Check website for details
of when, where and what time. Remember, bring your own meat/veggie option, everything else provided including
the company!

If any members would like to lead a ride on any evening rides or monthly Sunday Ride outs, contact Julie Calow.
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CLUB SUNDAYS (and other days)
Club Sundays have continued throughout the winter
with consistently high numbers attending the technical
presentations, prior to taking the opportunity to have
an observed ride or join in on the social
ride. However this has not been before
enjoying a bacon / sausage bap and a
coffee expertly prepared by the catering
team which has expanded considerably
over the past few months!
Since the last Newsletter
(December) we have seen a wide range of
subject matter and activities with
presentations on ‘Health’, ‘Tyres’, and Slow Riding, and in
the coming months we will have the opportunity to meet
our recently appointed examiners. The level of
interaction and support for these technical sessions from

the members has continued to grow helping us make the
club Sundays more enjoyable as well as providing a
valuable social activity and learning opportunity.
Attendances have been recorded
between 25 and 45 with the norm being
around 35, all making the most of the
refreshments, sharing of knowledge and
meeting other riders for a chat. On average
we have facilitated 7 observed rides and at
least one led social ride.
Our continued thanks to Gary and all
those volunteers who help make this happen
as well as the support and dedication of its Observers.
Thank you One and All

In addition to the Bap and Coffee (only £2) there is a chance to socialise with other club members, learn a
bit more through Gary M’s entertaining and informative lectures and guest speakers, go out for a ride,
or have some one-to-one training with an Observer.

CAM Club Days are held on the first Sunday of the month at the
Ladock Community Hall.
The day is open to all-comers so anyone can attend and take advantage of what’s on offer.

Club Rideouts

Club
Prices

Club Rideouts are for Full Members only. Associates can
participate by invitation through their Observer.

The Monthly Rideout is usually on the third
Sunday of the month and the Evening
Rideout (April to September) is on the first
Wednesday of each month.
Rideouts are announced (leader, date, time,
start point and probable destination) by email
and through the website.
(www.cornwalladvanced.co.uk)

Sausage Bap (Vegi)
Bacon Bap
Add an Egg

£1.50
£1.50
£1.50

Tea
Coffee
Hot Chocolate

£0.50
£0.50
£0.50

Club Badge

£4.00
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DESTINATIONS AND STOP-OFFS
A round up of cafes and restaurants as destinations in their own right
or simply a stop-off for a coffee and cake. It runs from West to East.
Sunset Surf Café Gwithian
Lovely spot, surfers hangout but none
the worse for that. Really nice food and
the staff are friendly and helpful. Lovely
outdoor seating area overlooking one of
the most amazing beaches in Cornwall.
Big car park right in front - free parking
for bikes. Access road is a bit bumpy but
worth the effort. TR27 5BT

Godrevy Café
Ideal for National Trust Members, otherwise
the car park is not free before about 4pm,
but the setting, especially the seating
upstairs, gives a fabulous sea view. There is
also seating outside for the warmer days.
Great spot for a cuppa and cake. There is
also a separate hatch serving ice creams in
season. Friendly staff, it can get quite busy
TR27 5ED,

Hells Mouth Café
All on its own along the cliff road from Godrevy
with superb views over the open countryside and
the cliffs. Plenty of parking, good food, great
staff. TR27 5EG

Tehidy Country Park Café
A lovely little cafe in a beautiful park, a lovely spot in the summer when the trees are out.
Tea cakes etc very good. This place is worth a visit for the Country Park as much as the cafe.
This little gem is well worth a visit, gorgeous woods to walk in and a really lovely tea room
with outside seating, home cooked food at good prices. Plenty of parking. TR14 0EZ

If you have a favourite cafe that you would recommend and like to see featured please send the details to:
news@iamroadsmartcornwall.org
with a short description and we will add it to the collection
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DESTINATIONS AND STOP-OFFS - cont’d
Yet more cafes and restaurants as destinations in their own right
or simply a stop off for a coffee and cake.
It runs from West to East

Blue Bar Porthowan
Almost on the beach with stunning views,
an enviable location with freshly prepared
great food , drinks and friendly helpful
staff, Seating inside and out. There is a
large public car park (free for
motorcycles) and also free parking on the
sandy lane (which can get pretty sandy think Paris-Dakar at times).
Beach Rd, Porthtowan, TR4 8AW

Seaton Beach Café
Very pleasant beach cafe situated beside the sea in Seaton.
Open 7 Days a week all year round, (only closed on Christmas
Day). Lots of seating indoors and out. Under cover outdoor
seating, so you can enjoy the sea views whatever the
weather. Nice food, plenty of parking.
Looe Hill, Seaton, Torpoint PL11 3JQ

Seaton Travelling Diner
Mobile kitchen with covered outdoor
seating, alfresco dining. By the car park
across the valley from the Beach Café.
Excellent Street food, friendly staff.
Open 4-8 pm weekdays and all day
Saturday and Sunday, weather
permitting. Lots of parking.

Louis Tea Rooms
Open 7 days a week serving hot food all day from 9am, the breakfast menu is served all day
plus a full lunch menu. All of the breakfasts include toast and a tea, coffee or fruit juice.
Lovely location on the southern slopes of
Kit Hill overlooking the Tamar Valley, with
views stretching from Dartmoor to the
South Coast. Louis welcomes one and all
they even have a Biker Sunday on the first
Sunday morning of each month- destination
for a club day? Dedicated bike parking. Kit
Hill, Callington PL17 8AX
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ABOUT
OCEAN FALMOUTH
As an Authorised BMW
Motorrad Retailer, we offer
the highest levels of
service and expertise
whether you are looking to
buy a new bike or maintain
your current bike. Our
Motorrad Centre
showcases the latest new
models, plus a wide choice
of BMW Approved Used
Bikes. With highly trained
technicians and friendly,
professional service you
can rely on us to maintain
your BMW, keeping it in
peak condition.

With our
worldwide service
network, we can
support you with
everything,
whether you are
on the shortest of
journeys or taking
on a global
adventure. The
BMW Motorrad
service network
offers you the
highest standards
of service thanks
to professional
expertise and
BMW specialist
workshop
equipment.

MAIN
DEALERS IN
CORNWALL
(Sadly no Triumph
or Ducati!)

Currently Ocean are offering a 10% discount on servicing costs To qualify for your and their discount go to:
if you refer a friend. The discount applies to yourself and your
friend! The offer applies to any make or or model of motorcycle. www.the oceangroup.co.uk/motorradloyalty

In the next newsletter we will be
listing independent motorcycle
dealers and workshops in
Cornwall. If members have a
favourite or recommended dealer
send the details to
news@iamroadsmartcornwall.org
and we will include them in.
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Keeping in the Loop
Where to go for information and advice.
All Committee members are contactable by email.
The Support Group should be contacted through the Chairman of the TSG
Group Committee
David Hinchcliffe

Chair

chair@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Terry Tomlin

Vice Chair

vicechair@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Bob Griffin

Treasurer

treasurer@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Mark Tucker

Secretary

secretary@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Gary Pike

Publicity (Web)

socialcoms@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Julie Calow

Events

events@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Malcolm Farrar

Newsletter Editor

news@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Mark Tucker

Membership

membership@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Amanda Pratley

Publicity

publicity@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Terry Tomlin

Training Support Group

tsg@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Tim Collins

IMI and Training

associates@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Honorary Vice Presidents of CAM Shelagh Garrard and Sam Patmore
Recognition for their Work and Commitment for CAM and Its Members
Social Committee
Julie Calow (Chair)

events@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

David Hinchcliffe

chair@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Gary Metters

20townsfield@sky.com

Gary Pike

socialcoms@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Amanda Pratley

publicity@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Terry Tomlin

tsg@iamroadsmartcornwall.org

Training Support Group
Terry Tomlin (Chair)

Vacant (National Obs)

Amanda Pratley,

David Mooney,

Tim Collins

Mark Tucker

Vacant (Member)

Chris Gendall.

FACEBOOK
The club has two Facebook pages one is open to all including non-members and one is a closed group for members
only. If you don’t have access to the the closed group contact the Membership Secretary for an invite to the group.
Closed Group URL is: https://www.facebook.com/groups/cornwalladvanced/
Open Group URL is: https://www.facebook.com/cornwalladvancedmotorcyclists/C2
WEBSITE
The Cornwall Advanced Motorcyclist website can be found at www.cornwalladvanced.co.uk
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